
BOOKS FOR MBA ESSAY WRITING

"Avi Gordon has achieved what most MBA admissions books strive for. In concise and clear prose he unravels the
complexities of getting into a top business.

Ambition and motivation: a candidate who is aiming for big things and planning to play in the senior leagues.
They match this against the potential they and others your referees and interviewers see in you. The rankings
are a guide â€” very often flawed â€” to reputation, and no more. Once you are accountable to someone, you
will put in the work. Some programs only allow you into their accelerated program if you have advanced
candidacy in business or a specialist technology. Career potential: a candidate who has what it takes to go to
the top. Is this person still employed by your organization? Even if you don't have the flair to create
memorable phrases, the structure in itself will improve your storytelling capability and the quality of your
Essay. How would your colleagues describe you? If you don't have any legitimate experience in either of the
two, citing a work-experience where you have to communicate across department or hierarchy while
organizing an event conferences or social events or competing on behalf of the company sports or talent shows
is essential. Longer programs offer more electives, exchange programs and other forms of enrichment,
including the opportunity to do a full summer internship. Success record: a candidate with a proven run of
success. If you make the effort to understand the subtle differences in the type of person each school attracts
â€” their age, gender, educational background, industry orientation, international exposure, amount and type
of prior work experience, and so on â€” and you go somewhere where you will more easily fit in, you will be a
lot happier. The admissions committee is often headed by the dean or a member of academic faculty and has
rotating faculty representation. NYU Stern does too, and it also has a special media-business angle to its
brand. They will want to know how highly you care about people other than yourself and your immediate
circle. You need to breathe life into your candidacy through stories, observations and insights. Eminent and
celebrity referees Resist the temptation to seek a reference from the most well-known person you know, or the
one with the highest sounding title. They must judge that it is likely that you will achieve the goal s , and that
an MBA will help this. As you map a topic to a question, check it off on a master list of stories you want to
cover. They want to know how you interact with others, how you collaborate and how productively you
manage intercultural situations. Diversity can come in standard ways, such as race, gender and foreign country
of origin, or it can be more subtle â€” a unique experience, a particular skill, a reason to see the world
differently in some way. The committee wants candidates who have demonstrated early professional mettle
and who therefore have the most to contribute to classroom peer-to-peer learning. An inspiring lecture, a
disappointing performance review, an enlightening conversation with a friend, a travel experience, running a
marathon, a stimulating bookâ€”all of these can be terrific material for your essays. Use your questions to sum
up and refocus your interviewer on your strengths, your goals and your particular resonance with the program.
Similar to questions 2 and 3, above. The referee must explicitly deal with ethics and values. If possible, try not
to have your heart set on any one program. That is when I create some of my best writing. Notice that every
good story requires the protagonist to come out of his comfort zone and act. This all points to a fundamental
insight in application strategy: to create the right kind of impression, you should apply the way a chief
executive would. How you act is the only measure of your character. It is not problematic to have all
recommenders from the workplace, but it is a grave problem not to have any references from the workplace. A
process engineer challenged by a long series of early failures. The main purpose of these people is to do initial
screening and rejection of clear non-starters. In this way, schools become known for one or a number of
specialties. Any atypical parts of your personal or professional background will allow you to do this. This has
an important corollary: you are not up against everyone for admission â€” you are up against the people whose
profile is similar to yours.


